
STEWARD'S REPORT

Ballarat
Monday, 10 Jul 2017

Weather conditions: Fine

Track condition: Good

Officials for Meeting

Steward in Charge: H. Montgomery

Stewards: D. Verberne / I. Kennedy / M. Blood /A. Fewell

Judges: T. Lockwood / M. Bayliss

Lure Drivers: R Phillips

Starter: D. Keirl

Kennel Supervisor: G. White

Kennel Attendants: P. Haley

Veterinarian: Dr. A. Cole

Race 1
DRAFT CODE FEEDBACK ENDS

AUGUST 14TH
11:50 am

390m
Maiden

Stitch Gun Miss and Oshkosh Gypsy were quick to begin. Ying Yang and Don's Gas were slow to begin.

Janray Squawker collided soon after the start checking Janray Squawker. Ying Yang checked off Don's Gas
approaching the first turn. Janray Squawker checked off Flying Vulcan approaching the home turn
checking Don's Gas. Janray Squawker raced wide approaching the home turn. Money Dud checked off
Stitch Gun Miss entering the home straight. Janray Squawker and Ying Yang raced wide entering the home
straight. Money Dud and Stitch Gun Miss collided in the home straight and again approaching the winning
post.

A sample was taken from Oshkosh Gypsy - the winner of the event.

Stewards issued a warning to Mr. G. Febey with a breach of GAR 46 in that he failed to appear at the
kennels by the appointed time to retrieve the greyhound Flying Vulcan. 

Steward’s issued a warning to Mr. G. Febey, trainer of Flying Vulcan in that he made contact with the rear of
the boxes after boxing the greyhound. GAR 51 (10)(c).

Race 2
SINCLAIR MEATS

12:05 pm
390m

Maiden

Stewards spoke to Ms. D. Vigor, the trainer of Lupin Grange regarding the length of time the greyhound has
had between races.  Lupin Grange last raced on 25th February 2017. Ms Vigor stated that the Lupin
Grange was returning to race after suffering injuries to both wrists.

Pop's A Wizard was slow to begin.

Jai Jai Away and Lupin Grange collided soon after the start. Countess Carlow and Remembering Rod
collided several times approaching the first turn checking both greyhounds. Baloney Bill and Pop's A
Wizard collided approaching the first turn checking Pop's A Wizard. Countess Carlow and Remembering
Rod collided several times approaching the home turn checking Countess Carlow. Baloney Bill checked off
Remembering Rod approaching the home turn and raced wide as a result. Fine Wine checked off
Quicksilver Hope approaching the home turn. Pop's A Wizard raced wide on the home turn. Jai Jai Away
clipped the heels of Fine Wine on the home turn checking Fine Wine. Fine Wine checked off Lupin Grange
approaching the winning post.

Remembering Rod was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

A sample was taken from Quicksilver Hope - the winner of the event.

Race 3
R & J BATTERIES

12:25 pm
390m

Maiden

Hawkess was a late scratching at 11:23am due to weight variation (GAR 39). A 10 day stand down period
was imposed. Trainer Mr. T. Sharp was fined the sum of $100.

Mexican Ned, Simone's Magic and From The Shadows collided soon after the start checking Mexican Ned.
Spot My Key and Simone's Magic collided approaching the first turn.

Spot My Key checked off From The Shadows approaching the first turn checking Simone's Magic, which
checked Spot My Key and Simone's Magic. Mexican Ned checked off Spot My Key approaching the home
turn checking Simone's Magic and Just Crystal, causing both greyhounds to race wide as a result. Why Not
Maxine and Mexican Ned collided on the home turn and again in the home straight.

A sample was taken from From The Shadows - the winner of the event.

Race 4
BRENDAN DODD SIGNS

12:42 pm
390m

Maiden

A pre-race sample was taken from Little Big Chief upon arrival at the course, prior to kennelling.

Kolora Davey was qucick to begin. Mat's Road was slow to begin.

Jamie's Rocket and Little Big Chief collided soon after the start checking Jamie's Rocket. Janray Tootsie
and Why Not Liv collided approaching the first turn. Sharks Glory, Janray Tootsie and Why Not Liv collided
on the first turn checking Janray Tootsie. Janray Tootsie and Mat's Road collided on the first turn checking
both greyhounds. Janray Tootsie and Mat's Road collided approaching the home turn, causing both
greyhounds to race wide as a result.

Janray Tootsie was vetted following the event.  It was reported that the greyhound sustained an injury to the
right quadricep muscle, a 10-day stand down period was imposed.

A sample was taken from Kolora Davey - the winner of the event.

Race 5
LYNETTE'S FLORIST

1:04 pm
450m

Maiden

Stewards spoke to Mr. R. Walsh, the trainer of Ruby's Diamond regarding the length of time the greyhound
has had between races. Ruby's Diamond last raced on 16th March 2017. Mr Walsh stated that the Ruby's
Diamond was returning to race after suffering a toe injury.

Yolk's Boy and Danintree Lilli were slow to begin. 

Kintamani crossed to the rail soon after the start checking Key Fiasco and Yolk's Boy. Kintamani severely
checked off Lady Camelot soon after the start. Toby's Taxi and No Laying Back collided soon after the start



checking Toby's Taxi. Key Fiasco checked off No Laying Back approaching the first turn checking both
greyhounds. Kintamani checked off Toby's Taxi on the first turn and fell as a result, stewards noted that the
muzzle became partially dislodged. Key Fiasco and No Laying Back collided on the home turn checking
No Laying Back. 

Kintamani was vetted following the event.  It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

A sample was taken from Ruby's Diamond - the winner of the event.

Race 6
EUREKA CONCRETE

1:20 pm
450m

Maiden

Danintree Prinz and Go Close were slow to begin. 

Dee Blue Flame and Zipping Mark collided soon after the start checking Dee Blue Flame. Go Close and
Dee Blue Flame collided approaching the first turn checking Go Close. Zipping Mark and Honestly Bob
collided on the first turn and again approaching the home turn, checking Zipping Mark, which raced wide
as a result. Shi The One and Daintree Prinz collided on the home turn and again in the home straight. Shi
The One and Go Close collided in the home straight. 

Zipping Mark tired over the concluding staged of the event, was vetted following the event.  It was reported
that the greyhound sustained an injury to the left long head triceps (monkey) muscle, a 10-day stand down
period was imposed.

A sample was taken from Honestly Bob - the winner of the event.

Race 7
MEGA MERCH RURAL & PET

1:39 pm
450m

Maiden

A pre-race sample was taken from Zipping Sonic upon arrival at the course, prior to kennelling.

A pre race sample was taken from Grey Magic.

Grey Magic was quick to begin. Lonesome George was slow to begin.

Coringel Ebony checked off Cool Al soon after the start. Cool Al and Celestial Emma collided approaching
the first turn checking Cool Al. Cool Al and Nitro Heroine collided on the home turn checking Nitro Heroine.
Lonesome George checked off Cool Al in the home straight.

Race 8
ENERGIS SMART ENERGY

SOLUTIONS
1:57 pm
545m

Maiden

A pre race sample was taken from Rapid Mission.

Rapid Mission was slow to begin.

Hector Bogart crossed to the rail soon after the start checking Scrappy Doo, Good Luck Mick and Burch
Day, servery checking Exploration. Burch Day and Good Luck Mick collided entering the back straight
checking Burch Day. Scrappy Doo checked off Rapid Mission in the back straight. Good Luck Mick,
Scrappy Doo and She's Crackers collided in the back straight checking She's Crackers. Good Luck Mick
checked off Scrappy Doo on the second turn checking Burch Day and She's Crackers. Exploration checked
off Blackhawk Dee approaching the home turn. Scrappy Doo checked off Rapid Mission entering the home
straight.

Race 9
TOPCAT VIDEO

2:15 pm
450m

Maiden

A pre-race sample was taken from Bruce Mae upon arrival at the course, prior to kennelling.

A pre race sample was taken from Misshap.

Izzy Kymtony was slow to begin.

Blue Fortitude, Crackerjack Man and Destini Echo collided approaching the first turn checking Crackerjack
Man. Bruce Mae, Misshap and Nicky Joe collided approaching the first turn checking Misshap and Nicky
Joe. Izzy Kymtony checked off Nicky Joe approaching the first turn. Crackerjack Man, Nicky Joe and Bruce
Mae collided on the first turn checking Bruce Mae. Destini Echo clipped the heels of Charlotte Allen
approaching the home turn, checking both greyhounds. Crackerjack Man and Nicky Joe collided entering
the home straight. Izzy Kymtony and Misshap collided entering the home straight. Bruce Mae and Izzy
Kymtony collided in the home straight.

Race 10
STRIDES FUNCTION CENTRE

2:37 pm
390m

Maiden

A pre race sample was taken from Amazon Warrior.

Amazon Warrior and Our Rocket were slow to begin.

Hail A Cab crossed to the inside soon after the start checking Black Lesta and Zipping Bob. Janray Flash
and Blenile Breeze collided approaching the first turn checking Blenile Breeze. Why Not Dean and Our
Rocket collided approaching the first turn checking Our Rocket. Hail A Cab crossed to the rails on the first
turn cheking Janray Flash and severely checking Blenile Breeze, Ziping Bob and Black Lesta. Blenile
Breeze and Black Lesta raced wide as a result. Janray Flash, Amazon Warrior and Why Not Dean collided
approaching the home turn checking Janray Flash and Amazon Warrior. Blenile Breeze, Ziping Bob and
Black Lesta raced wide on the home turn and entering the home straight. Janray Flash and Our Rocket
raced wide entering the home straight. Zipping Bob crossed to the rails in the home straight and collided
several times with Hail A Cab until the winning post, checking both greyhounds.  

Race 11
BOTTLE-O

2:57 pm
390m

Maiden

Let's Move On was a late scratching at 11:08am on the advice of the Club’s Veterinary Surgeon due to
illness. A 5 day stand down period was imposed.

Ms. D. Vigor, handler of Padma Grange declared a new weight of 24.1 kgs for the greyhound in
accordance with GAR 39(2). Padma Grange last raced at 25.2 kgs.

A pre race sample was taken from Spring Me.

Big Tilly and Billy Swagger were slow to begin.

Big Tilly clipped the heels of Spring Me soon after the start, causing Big Tilly to fall. Padma Grange and
Galo's Beauty collided approaching the first turn checking Galo's Beauty. Spring Me and Harry's Hammer
collided approaching the home turn checking Harry's Hammer. Padma Grange and Spring Me collided
entering the home straight checking Padma Grange. Steppin' Out and Billy Swagger raced wide entering
the home straight.

Big Tilly was vetted following the event. It was reported that there was no apparent injury found.

Race Rag Doll was a late scratching at 11:09am due to weight variation (GAR 39). A 10 day stand down period was imposed. Trainer Ms D Vigor was fined the sum of $100.
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390m
Maiden

A pre race sample was taken from Coolatai Lass.

My Territory was slow to begin.

Miss Skye High was very slow to begin (4 lengths) and stumbled at box rise.

Sirius Matters, Coolatai Lass and Don's Tron collided approaching the first turn checking Sirius Matters and Don's Tron. Don's Tron and My Territory collided on the home turn checking My
Territory

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Satisfactory Trial Results (GAR 77A) - Stewards spoke to Mr. S. McDonnell, the trainer of Bekele regarding the length of time since the greyhound last raced.  Bekele last raced on 16th
November 2016. Mr. McDonnell stated that the greyhound was resuming to racing following a back muscle injury. Pursuant to GAR 77A, Bekele trialled over the 390m from box 1, weight 30.6,
the greyhound was placed 2nd in a field of 4. The time of the trial was 22.75, the greyhound was beaten a margin of 2.5L. Bekele was Cleared.

Satisfactory Trial Results (GAR 77A) - Stewards spoke to Ms. M. Shaw, the reprehensive of Marcus Daking regarding the length of time since the greyhound last raced. Marcus Daking last
raced on 29th October 2016. Ms. Shaw stated that the greyhound was resuming to racing after being on season. Pursuant to GAR 77A, Marcus Daking trialled over the 390m from box 3,
weight 29.9, the greyhound was placed 1st in a field of 4. The time of the trial was 22.75, the greyhound won by a margin of 2.5L. Marcus Daking was Cleared.

Satisfactory Trial Results (GAR 77A) - Stewards spoke to Mr. B. Loft, the trainer of Time Sent regarding the length of time since the greyhound last raced. Time Sent last raced on 2nd January
2017. Mr. Loft stated that the  greyhound was resuming to racing after being on season. Pursuant to GAR 77A, Time Sent trialled over the 390m from box 5, weight 25.7, the greyhound was
placed 4th in a field of 4. The time of the trial was 22.75, the greyhound was beaten a margin of 5.75L. Time Sent was Cleared.




